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I. Who’s Trying to Lose Weight, and How?
Government health statistics show that 49% of American adults (surveyed 2013-2016)
tried to lose weight during the prior year.1 Which weight loss approaches did they use?
Many were exercising (63%), eating less food (63%), eating more fruits, vegetables and
salads (50%), drinking a lot of water (45%) and eating less junk food or fast food (42%).
A majority (88%) of people surveyed used two or more of these methods to lose weight.2

There are many weight loss plans to choose from, and we’ve likely tried them all. The
2018 Annual Food and Health Survey, conducted by the International Food
Information Council Foundation, found that 36% of Americans reported following
a “specific eating pattern or diet” within the last year.3 Some of the top diet
plans: intermittent fasting, Paleo, gluten-free, low-carb, Mediterranean, Whole 30,
high-protein and a ketogenic or high-fat diet.4
The question has never been how many of us are on
a weight loss plan. The real question is: How
many of us are succeeding at weight loss, and
for how long? Are we reaching our goal weight
and keeping the weight off? The answer to those
questions lies in a key ingredient that is often
missing from our weight loss efforts: long-term
motivation. But what is motivation? If you’re like
me, you’ve found motivation to be elusive and
difficult to maintain. I could never hold on to my
motivation for more than about a month, so I spent
years yo-yo dieting. But, as I approached perimenopause and noticed all the changes my
body was undergoing, my motives for losing weight began to shift; for the first time in
my life, I found that I could stick to my weight loss plan long enough to lose more than
60 pounds, and keep it off.
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This book is about sharing what I know and helping you understand the nature of
motivation, so you can apply it to the health habits you’d like to change.
First, I’ll review some research on motivation to explain what it is, how it works, and
how different motivated states can help us achieve our weight loss goals. I’ll share what’s
worked for me and explain why after decades of dieting, I finally used the most powerful
motivating factors to successfully lose weight (and keep it off for more than three years).
If I can lose the weight—after more than three decades of failed attempts—you can do it
too. First, we have to figure out how to get motivation on our side to maintain healthy
habits and reach our goals!

II. What is Motivation, and How Does it Work?
There are multiple theories to explain a person’s motivation. Still, one of the most
commonly accepted—and one that has emerged to be useful in understanding and
intervening with our health behaviors—is called “Self-Determination Theory.”5
According to this theory, people maintain a behavior (like taking steps to eat
healthy foods and exercise) through influences from either autonomous
(internal) or controlling (external) motivation. Think of this way: autonomous
(internal) motives are intrinsic (you choose them yourself, and they are connected to
your true nature). Controlling (external) motives are extrinsic (they stem from an
outside force or reward).
A good example of an intrinsic fitness motive
might be the sense of empowerment and
mastery you feel as you progress to using
heavier weights/doing more reps in a
particular exercise. It could be that feeling of
wellness when you choose to eat healthier
foods instead of processed ones. On the other
hand, an extrinsic motive many of us are
familiar with is when our doctor tells us we
need to lose weight, or when we set up a
reward (e.g., a new pair of jeans when we lose
10 pounds).
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Extrinsic vs. Intrinsic Motives for Weight Loss & Fitness
We are all familiar with extrinsic motives:

 If I lose 20 pounds, I’ll be able to fit into that
dress for the reunion/wedding/vacation cruise.
 I felt so embarrassed when my doctor said I
was clinically obese; I’ll lose 20 pounds and go
back and show her that I can lose the weight.
 I hope I can fit into that two-piece bathing
suit by summer. I want to show off my abs.
Do you notice how all of these goals start with an external reward? For that reason, they
may be helpful in the beginning, but they don’t tend to get us all the way to our longterm goals.
On the other hand, take a look at these intrinsic motives:

 Exercising every day has upped my
energy levels. I feel like I can do anything!
 I’ve never been able to get through a
whole spin class. I feel so proud of myself!
 I’d love to be able to play with my kids
without all these aches and pains forcing me
on the sidelines.
 I’m tired of taking all these
medications to improve my health. I want to
see if changes to my diet will affect my
diabetes and high blood pressure.
See a difference in these motives? They are
connected to internal feeling states that are self-motivating. Many of them come from a
positive place, and show the excitement of taking good care of yourself!
But, is the type of motivation we have really a deal-breaker when it comes to
our weight loss efforts? Research suggests that it is. A large meta-analysis
research study found little difference in weight loss whether people followed a lowcarbohydrate or low-fat diet, and that weight loss differences based on whether a person
was on any particular named diets (e.g., Atkins, Biggest Loser, Weight Watchers,
Ornish) were small.6 Researchers concluded that the best diet for anyone is the
one they will follow to lose weight and that most diets are equally effective.
This research confirmed that success has more to do with factors other than which
diet/food plan you pick. What’s at the top of that list of other factors? You guessed it:
motivation! We’re all fueling a multibillion-dollar weight loss industry by zig-zagging
our way through various diet plans and products when we should be looking internally
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to figure out what stokes our motivation. Our success mainly comes from our internal
resources (not external ones)!

The Importance of Intrinsic Motivation to Weight Loss Success:
We are a nation obsessed with quantity, which is especially true when we talk about
weight loss. I want to lose 10 pounds this month. I want to lower my BMI to 25. I want
to bench press 100 pounds by summer. While numbers are vital to helping us measure
steps towards our goals, quality is key. We often ask how to increase our motivation, but
we rarely think about the quality or type of motivating factors that drive our behavior.
We should also be asking ourselves: What is the quality of my motivation? What is the
nature of my motivation? Has the source and nature of my motivation changed during
my weight loss journey? Does my desire to exercise regularly hold personal meaning for
me?7
Research suggests a link between self-determined (intrinsic) motivation
and improved short- and long-term weight loss.8 It makes sense that when
we are internally motivated to change our eating and exercise behaviors,
those behaviors are more apt to become our own. While you may need check-ins
with your doctor, or use a personal trainer to help get you up at 6:00 am for your
morning workout, what keeps you stoked to do those things, is probably your internal
motivation. What gets you to take those actions are all the factors that you have told
yourself matter most to you. We’ll see that nurturing those internal factors is essential to
making lasting changes in behavior, but only you have the key to unlock them.
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Some of us begin our weight loss program with an extrinsic motivation. But, if we are
successful with our weight loss/fitness efforts over time, we usually shift to intrinsic
motives. Extrinsic motivation can be useful initially or for short bursts of
weight-loss activity, but if you have more than 10 pounds to lose, you’ll
likely need to shift to internal motives to make lasting changes to your
habits. It’s your internal motives that will keep you going when your weight loss gets
challenging.
Fueling that internal motivation can help us maintain a can-do attitude as we strive to
make our new habits part of our everyday routines. I’d argue that when your
extrinsic motivation wanes—and it does for most of us after a few weeks on
our new food/exercise plan—we must act ourselves back into place to
reconnect and cultivate our intrinsic motivation. I’ll get into that concept more
in a bit, because it’s deeply connected to my approach and why I created my blog:
HodgeonRepeat.

III. Motivation Factors for Weight Loss
One of the most important signals that a person is ready to lose weight is their
motivation level. Closely related to this is their state of readiness to undertake a new
eating and exercise plan. When doctors work with patients on weight loss, one of the
crucial signals of success is the extent to which the person shows readiness. 9
Are they ready to make major shifts in the way they shop for food, add exercise to their
daily routine and deal with stress from work and family? Weight loss is a timeconsuming activity that often requires large changes across many aspects of a person’s
life: home, work, personal life. For that reason, it’s important to look at your
readiness before starting a new weight loss plan or fitness routine.
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Ask yourself these questions:


Am I motivated (hopefully intrinsically motivated) to make long-term
changes to the way I live?
You may have to overhaul your diet, shift to eating a variety of healthy
foods, do more cooking and less eating out, and add physical activity to
most of your days. Are you ready to make those changes?



Is now the best time? Are there any major life events (job stress,
illness, personal problems) that I’m dealing with?
Don’t underestimate the challenge of overhauling your eating and exercise
habits. While you can’t control when major life events affect you, you may
decide that now isn’t the time to add to your stress level by embarking on a
major weight-loss program.



Do I have realistic goals for how and how much I will lose?
Realistic goals are really important for assessing
your readiness. If you are extrinsically motivated,
you’ll likely want to lose the weight as quickly as
possible to reach some short-term goal (e.g., fitting
into those skinny jeans). If you are intrinsically
motivated, you will realize that you are making a
lifestyle change that doesn’t have an end date. For
that reason, you will be able to accept a healthy
weight loss goal of 1 to 2 pounds per week. And
accepting that will go a long way to keeping you on track over time.
Staying on track for a longer period of time helps you incorporate changes
into lifelong habits, which allows you to keep the weight off.
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Do I have any emotional issues related to food that should be
addressed before or while working on my weight loss goals?
After years of being overweight, I had to admit to myself that my
relationship with food was more complex than just calories in/calories out.
I used food to cope with emotions that I didn’t want to deal with. I was a
binge eater and went through periods in my life when I ate to cover up my
pain rather than deal with it. Knowing that helped me decide what type of
food plan to go on (i.e., no intermittent fasting for me, because I don’t do
well with periods of deprivation from food). I also knew to watch for
periods of vulnerability in sticking to my food plan (i.e., creating a plan to
help juggle personal/work stress while continuing to make healthy eating
and exercise a priority). At times, I’ve needed to work on mindfulness and
meditation to cope with uncomfortable feelings and stress.



Are there people in your life who will support you and help you stay
accountable?
Letting others know your weight loss
plan and goals allows them to help you
when the going gets tough. It also
keeps you accountable for doing what
you said you would do. If your family
and friends aren’t super supportive, or
you just want to surround yourself with
like-minded people, consider joining a
weight-loss support group or local
fitness group. Find a community that
makes you feel good about yourself because it reflects your values and
goals. When things get tough, this group of people can be your support.



Do you have a positive attitude about what lies ahead as you think
about beginning your health and fitness plan?
You don’t have to be a cheerleader about it, but you shouldn’t dread
starting your new plan either. Do you find yourself thinking about how
good you’ll feel as the pounds start to come off? Do you think eating better
will make you feel better? Generally, a positive outlook at the start of a new
plan will help you get off to a good start.
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What do you think? Did you answer yes to most,
if not all, of these questions? If you answered
no to more than one, here are some
options to consider:


You can talk to a doctor or certified
wellness coach to see how to work
through your readiness issues.
Perhaps a doctor can recommend a good
weight-loss group to give you the support and accountability you need; a wellness
coach may help you see how to shift your thinking so that you can have a more
positive perspective.



You can take some small actions to see if your outlook changes. I’m all
about taking action to open myself up to a better state of mind. While I was losing
weight (and even today), there have been plenty of times when I veered off my
eating plan or didn’t want to do my workout. I learned that I had to take some
action (however small) to get back on track. I didn’t give myself an out. I usually
started with exercise.

Some of my greatest highs from exercise came during sessions that were
challenging to start. String together some actions (eat a salad, instead of a highfat meal; do 10 minutes of exercise; go for a walk in nature). Do something
that reminds you that you are capable of taking small steps. Let those
small steps grow over time into your basis for readiness and
motivation.
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You can deal with your reality as it is right now, and come back to your
weight loss and fitness goals in a month or two. Your health is waiting for
you whenever you are ready to nurture it. Perhaps you really have too much going
on in your life to make the most of a new weight loss or fitness plan. Return to
this book in a month, and see if you feel differently. Allow the ideas here to soak
in, and reconsider your situation when you can. Not everything can be achieved
now, but you can start now to build the foundation for good things to come in the
future!

The Motivation Life Cycle: How
Motivation Changes Over Time (and why
that’s a good thing)
Research tells us that we often start a new weight
loss or fitness plan for extrinsic reasons, but later
shift to intrinsic ones to keep our efforts going.
Extrinsic motivation is the stuff that short-term
dreams are made of! I want to look good in that twopiece bathing suit and shorts this summer. I just
need to drop 10 pounds before the wedding to look
good in my bridesmaid dress. While intrinsic
motivation keeps us going for long periods of time,
so we can stick to our plans to reach our goals, our
relationship to these two types of motivation is ongoing. We may shift from one to the
other over time as we make changes to our habits. What is the life cycle or typical
pattern of shifting motivation, and how can we use our understanding of
those patterns to stay on track?

The Motivation Life Cycle:
Extrinsic motivation can be a great spark for initial change. It can be that positive boost
that gets you to act and gives you a can-do attitude for shifting your behaviors. It can
initiate an exciting period when everything seems achievable, and you are laser-focused
on what you want—especially those things that are tied to how the rest of the world sees
you.
If you want to look good to impress others (and let’s face it, most of us do), then you’ll
most likely draw on this extrinsic motivation. Perhaps it will push you to order a salad
when dining out with friends. You’ll be proud of your new weight loss efforts, and order
that salad with zeal. Or, you’ll push yourself as hard as you can in that group fitness
class to keep up with everyone else and let them know that you are up to the challenge.
You may hang a special garment in your room as a goal-weight outfit that you hope to
wear, or promise yourself a shopping spree when you lose the weight. Think of your
extrinsic motivation as a spark or call to action that energizes you for shortterm goals.
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If you’re like me, you may need to lose way more than 10 pounds! It may not be possible
to use extrinsic motivation to lose all of your weight, and relying on these external
factors can set you up for failure when you cannot stay on your food plan or exercise
routine long enough to reach your goal. For most of us, eating big salads for a meal gets
old fast, and we probably put that inspirational shopping spree on hold indefinitely
when losing weight became harder than we expected.
After the initial few weeks, perhaps a
month, we need to draw on a more
powerful source of motivation—that’s
when intrinsic factors can kick in. Over
the last few weeks or months of a new food
plan and/or exercise routine, I hope you saw
some positive changes in the way you look
and feel. Perhaps you’re able to walk up a
flight of stairs and not get winded, or your
back pain has eased up. Do your rowing or
spinning workouts empower you and make
you feel like a beast? Is your family starting
to feel better as well, from eating healthier foods consistently? These positive shifts
form the basis for your intrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation can begin
to grow as you gain momentum from the enjoyment of the healthy
behaviors themselves.

After hauling myself to the gym consistently for about six months, I found that I loved
my workouts there. I’d made friends, I had a huge variety of exercise equipment to
choose from, and it felt good to sweat and move my body as I reached new fitness goals.
I became a gym rat, and now work out because I enjoy it. Exercise increases my energy,
makes me feel like a badass, powerful woman, improves my mood, and gives me the
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physical resources to do the things I love (e.g., walk along the beach, snorkel for over an
hour, and go biking with my daughter).
Hopefully, these types of intrinsic motivators will kick in as you observe the
positive impact of your new eating and exercise behaviors on your life. There
may still be times of waning motivation, so you may find yourself shifting from one type
of motivation to another. In the months before summer, you may use more extrinsic
motivation to prepare your healthy meals, knowing that you’ll want to be in the best
shape possible for your trips to the beach. Overall, you want to develop a sense of
intrinsic motivation because it will be your support as you strive to achieve—and
maintain—your weight loss and fitness goals. It will also get you off the cycle of losing
and gaining the same 10 pounds as you make life-long changes to the way you eat and
exercise.
For me, one of the most damaging effects of waning
motivation was its impact on my yo-yo dieting. For
decades, I lost the same 20 pounds. I’d go from 220200 relatively quickly but struggled to get lower than
200 pounds. By the time I’d lost the 20 pounds, I
was out of extrinsic motivation. It was sad for me to
see myself slipping back into old patterns, but I felt
helpless to change, and my intrinsic motivation was
low. That is until I tied my weight loss to better
health and feeling better.

IV. My Weight Loss Story: the Ups and Downs of Motivation
For most of my life, I’ve been a classic yo-yo dieter. I started all my diets with a shiny
new book, a good journal to record my progress, and a refrigerator stocked with healthy
foods. I also had the latest exercise gadget at home (and since I liked exercise much
better than dieting, I had some go-to exercises like walking and dancing built into my
life). Usually, I’d start this “awesome” diet in January, after packing on the pounds from
October-December (starting with Halloween, eating through Thanksgiving, partying
through Christmas, and ending with a celebratory toast and more food on New Year’s
Eve).
I’d usually stick with the diet until April/May because I was usually motivated to lose
weight for summer. I longed to wear shorts, be able to move comfortably in the heat,
and spend time on the beach without dreading that two-letter word (bathing suit)! All
these extrinsic motivations held me for a few months until I lost about 20-30 pounds.
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I’d feel great about my achievement throughout the summer, and I usually managed to
keep the weight off until September. As fall started, and I headed back to work from my
summer vacation, my stress levels would climb. I would have lost my extrinsic (summer
weight loss) motivation and would start packing on the pounds. I did this for decades! It
lasted through my 20s, 30s, and 40s!
While on this cycle, my motivation to eat well and exercise had a shelf life of about four
months (tops), with another four months of maintenance, if I managed to keep the
weight off during the summer months. By the time I hit my early 50s, I weighed 240
pounds and had little expectation that I could ever lose the weight (and keep it off).
If it hadn’t been for a change in my health, I might not have successfully lost weight. You
can read my weight loss story, but here’s the short version: I developed heart
palpitations when I entered perimenopause, and they scared me to death. After visiting
a cardiologist, who was the first doctor in my whole life to use the term “obese” to
describe me (and sit down and talk to me about how I was hurting my health), I
embarked on a healthy eating and exercise plan that helped me lose more than 60
pounds and keep it off for three years.
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Why was I successful this time? I believe it was because I developed some strong
intrinsic motivators—I didn’t want to die, and the heart palpitations scared me. I also
realized that if I continued to neglect my health, I’d have a poor quality of life as I got
older. I didn’t want to be one of those older women who have trouble walking around
because my legs, hips, and joints ache from the strain of my weight. I wanted to enjoy
my life with my teenage daughter and be there to see her grow into the awesome adult I
know she will become! I have a long list of intrinsic motives now that keep me going as I
continue to lose my last 10 pounds.

Eating a whole-food, no-sugar, no-caffeine diet stopped those palpitations immediately.
I was amazed at the energy and vitality I had when I only ate unprocessed, whole foods.
The weight fell off; I consistently lost 2 pounds per week until I reached 40 pounds in
the first seven months. From there, my weight loss slowed but remained steady until
reaching more than 60 pounds.
The lesson I learned was that my motivation for losing weight had to be truly
meaningful to me and driven by my desire to have a better life. I had to frame
my thinking differently and move from weight loss for weight loss sake to using it as a
tool for overall better health, and a future that included spending active time with
family. My weight loss motivation became more connected to what I valued and enjoyed
in life.
It wasn’t until the weight loss slowed, and I tried to add some occasional processed
foods back into my diet that I realized that I would need to figure out how to stoke my
motivation daily (when the internal motives weren’t front-of-mind). I then focused more
on exercise and taking action as a strategy for achieving lasting weight loss.
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I use healthy eating, exercise, mindfulness and
engagement in favorite activities like walking, dancing,
and snorkeling, to stoke my motivation. I’m not on the
yo-yo diet rollercoaster anymore, because I
know that I’m my best self when I follow my
healthy habits—and I’m not going back to the
pain and sadness I felt when I was heavier and out of shape.

V. Motivation Tips for Weight Loss
So, where are you in terms of motivation for pursuing your weight loss and fitness
goals? I hope I’ve given you some things to think about as you embark on your next (and
hopefully last) weight loss or exercise plan. The most important first step is to
remember that weight loss and fitness are built on a string of actions you do
each day.
I’m not going to promise you that you’ll be transformed in a month. It may take that
long to lose your first 5 pounds or get consistent with an exercise plan, but incorporating
those behaviors into your lifestyle takes time and usually is not a linear (one and done)
process. As you work to include both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation factors, try these
tips along the way:

Choose the Right Food Plan
Set yourself up for success by choosing the right food plan for you. As you
read at the beginning of this book, statistics show that most of us have been on a weight
loss plan within the last year. Whether you’ve selected a food plan to follow, or are
thinking of embarking on a new one, you need to ask yourself:




Does the food plan have the potential to work given my lifestyle and health
needs?
Does the food plan focus on healthy eating behaviors that my doctor has told me
I should incorporate into my life on a long-term basis?
Will I be hungry all the time, or does my food plan feel like it matches my caloric
intake needs and eating preferences?

Work with a doctor or registered dietitian to find a food plan that suits your
weight loss and health needs. Research shows that it makes little difference which
plan you pick, but I would argue that finding one that suits your lifestyle is key. For
example, two factors helped me know that a whole food diet was best for me: I wanted to
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get rid of the heart palpitations. I was willing to test the hypothesis that cutting out
sugar, caffeine and processed food would reduce those palpitations.
I also enjoy eating. I am a volume eater, and I can’t stay on a plan that doesn’t include
large salads, grain bowls and healthy burritos. I’m a two-handed eater (I like my
burritos large enough to need two hands), and I needed a food plan that would let me
stuff my whole wheat tortilla with a ton of healthy veggies and grains to feel satiated. If I
had picked a food plan that allowed me to eat any food I wanted, as long as I ate below a
certain calorie level, I probably would have continued to eat calorie-dense foods (pasta,
bread, cheese). Still, I would have limited my intake to an amount that was out of line
with my need for high volume meals. Ever seen those photos comparing the number of
calories in one doughnut to a whole plate of fruit? I know, I know—sometimes you just
have to eat a doughnut. I hear you! But my point is that I need that plate of fruit to
signal that I’ve had enough food and can stop eating. That one doughnut is just going to
whet my appetite.
When I picked my plan, I chose not to count calories, but instead to eat tons of lowcalorie, healthy foods. It worked for me, and now it’s time to see what works for you.
One fun way to get started is by taking a diet personality quiz. There are tons of them
out there, but I like this one: https://www.health.com/weight-loss/right-fit-formula.10

Learn How to Stoke Your Motivation (with Action)
If you’ve read my blog, HodgeonRepeat, you know how I feel about taking action. It was
the single most important factor in my journey to losing more than 60 pounds, and it
has been the single most important factor in keeping that weight off. For the first time in
my life, I haven’t gained the weight back (and I’ve been at this for three years)!
Taking action—whether it’s sifting through the grocery isles to find new,
healthy whole foods to try, or exercising for 5-10 minutes when it’s the last
thing you want to do after a long day at work—is one of the keys to sustained
weight loss and fitness. Sometimes you have to be uncomfortable at the moment,
move past those feelings, and take action anyway!
With each action you take, you empower yourself to know that you can do something for
yourself that is entirely in your own hands. You won’t be “perfect”—there’s no place for
perfection on your weight loss journey anyway. Taking action helps you energize and
stoke your motivation to sustain your healthy eating and exercise plans. Earlier, we
talked about intrinsic motivation for weight loss. Here’s how a Psychology Today article
summed up the relationship between intrinsic motivation and action:
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“Intrinsic motivation is the prototype of self-determination because the behavior is
engaged for its own sake, for the simple pleasure and interest in the activity. This
motivation involves a focus on the task and produces energizing emotions such as
interest, enjoyment, and challenge.”11
Take a moment to let that sink in. If you’re intrinsically motivated, you will enjoy
healthy eating or exercise (most days) because it brings you pleasure and fully engages
your interests. Here’s the bottom line: Engaging in simple actions driven by
motivating factors that you’ve chosen can bring you pleasure and create
energizing emotions that sustain your weight loss efforts over time. Focusing
on the task of doing 10 minutes of exercise can get your mind and body back into an
intrinsically-motivated state that then becomes the fuel for having a can-do attitude!
String those healthy shopping trips and exercise sessions together over time (and
consistently), and they start to carry personal importance and meaning for your life.12
That is what will sustain you on your weight loss and fitness journey!

Make Exercise a Part of Your Life
There has been much in the media lately about how few calories one can burn through
exercise, and how eating fewer calories is more important to weight loss (and only
weight loss—not health) than the amount of exercise you get.13 While that may be true, it
doesn’t downgrade exercise’s significance to stoking weight loss motivation.
I yo-yo dieted up and down in weight for years, but I typically kept some exercise in my
life. I used exercise for different reasons—it helped me feel better physically, improved
my self-image, and helped regulate my moods and reduce feelings of depression. It also
helped me maintain muscle, which, as I get older, I value more and more. I felt strong
most of the time, and that was positive, especially when everything else went south with
my latest diet.
It turns out that consistent exercise is one of the behaviors of people who have lost
weight and kept it off. Results from the National Weight Control Registry, which
maintains data on 6,000 successful weight loss maintainers, found that people who
perform greater amounts of exercise are more successful in maintaining their weight
loss.14 There seems to be a spillover effect between feeling good about your exercise, the
effects of physical activity on your body, and feeling motivated to engage in other
healthy behaviors such as eating well.15
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Establish Workable Goals
For years, I’d read diet and exercise books that asked me to fill out surveys and goal
sheets. I’d write down a variety of goals like: I want to fit into jeans (instead of
leggings); I don’t want my thighs to chafe, and I want to wear shorts; I want to protect
my health; I don’t want to binge eat anymore; I want to feel better in my own body.
What a list I had!!
Many of those goals were external, short-term ones attached to some notion in my head
at that particular moment. They weren’t at all connected to any action steps I said I
would take to make them a reality. And they never did become a reality (in my 20s, 30s
and 40s). I didn’t lose my weight until I reached my 50s! (Read my weight loss
story). As expected, after taking these surveys and filling out these forms every time I
wanted to start a new diet, I grew tired of it. I’d still read the latest diet book, but I’d skip
the first few “warm and fuzzy” chapters and try to get right to the meat of the diet plan. I
knew I wasn’t keeping my promises, and deep down, I didn’t feel I could be successful
enough to reach my goal. My past experiences showed that my plans weren’t
sustainable. Something was missing.

VI. S.M.A.R.T. Goals
Starting a new healthy eating and fitness plan is different when you focus on S.M.A.R.T.
goals because, by their very nature, these types of goals are very specific and actionable.
A S.M.A.R.T. goal is: specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and timebound. It has some accountability built into it. Here’s an example of a good
S.M.A.R.T. goal: “I will exercise at least three times per week.” I know the action I will
take and the frequency. The goal is achievable and easy to measure. “I will eat one large
salad or greens-based meal every day” is another S.M.A.R.T. goal.16
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It helps if your goals come from internal motives. For example, you
recognize that exercising often and eating greens are very good for your
body, and you want to treat your body well by taking those actions. While I
think we can agree that we want to take better care of our bodies, we also have to see
that goal as one that comes from our beliefs and desires, and not someone else’s. With
those firm beliefs, we have a better chance of making lasting change.

S.M.A.R.T. Weight Loss Goal Worksheet:
If you’re like me, you’ve read tons of weight loss and
fitness books. Here are some that I currently have in
my collection. I’ve been to weight loss seminars that
asked me to fill out reams of paper about my
personality, eating preferences, lifestyle, and weight
loss goals. I’d take my workbook home, feeling a
momentary sense of self-satisfaction, and then find it
six months later hidden on some bookshelf collecting
dust.
What feels more manageable to me? A simple list with a few, well-constructed weight
loss goals. I’ve created a worksheet that guides you through using the five criteria
needed to create your own S.M.A.R.T. goals.
With a S.M.A.R.T. goal, we ask ourselves whether our goal is specific, measurable,
attainable, relevant and time-bound. If our goal meets those criteria, it will be clear,
objective, realistic, possible, on target and on time.
Please remember, using a worksheet like this is only helpful if it’s your style
(your way of doing things). You can use the worksheet for a wide variety of
behaviors: health and fitness goals, mindfulness goals, goals to build selfconfidence, or increase your support system. Perhaps you want a workout buddy
to go walking with. You can create a S.M.A.R.T. goal that outlines the steps you’ll take to
reach out to like-minded women at local fitness events.
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Staying on Course
I wish I could tell you that if you follow your weight loss and fitness plans to the letter
and take action on your wonderfully-conceived S.M.A.R.T. goals, then you will lose the
weight in x months and never struggle with the issues that caused you to be overweight
and unhealthy in the first place. I really would, because it’s easier to accept than how
things are (or at least how they’ve been for me). The reality of the weight loss process is
that it usually doesn’t progress in a downward pattern from week to week. There are fits
and starts, ups and downs and plateaus. What you should aim for is a generally
linear pattern of weight loss over time (emphasis on the over time)!
There will also be times when you can’t keep it together. When the stress of work, family
and friends, or some indescribable mood, will wreak havoc with your weight loss and
exercise goals. You’ll eat some foods that aren’t on your food plan, ignore the gym for a
week or two, or fool yourself into thinking those weekend cocktails aren’t adding up. It’s
okay—I get it because I’ve been there. But here’s where it gets good. Our bodies are
amazing and adaptable. They can bounce back as soon as we are mentally ready to do
that. Instead of playing the guilt game when you veer off course, I want you
to put all of your efforts into getting back on track (without judging yourself
or your behaviors). Here’s what I want you to focus on as you work to preserve your
commitment to your goals:
Engage in some small action that moves you one
step closer to returning to your food plan and exercise
routine.




At your next meal, make yourself a small side salad (sliced cucumber, tomatoes
and avocado) to remind yourself that you eat (and usually love) whole foods;
Add some vibrant green broccoli, drizzled with olive oil and sprinkled with sea
salt, to eat alongside that high-fat dish. You’ll get some fiber, and it will remind
you that healthy foods fit into any meal.
Get 5-10 minutes of movement into your day (walk home, or pick up some light
weights to do a few upper body exercises).

As you stare down at your elegant little salad, vibrant green broccoli, or 5-pound pink
weights that make you smile, remember that one deviation (heck, even a week’s worth of
deviations) doesn’t mean you’re a failure. We are human, and there will be days when
we eat too many high-fat foods at a family celebration, or spend the day on the couch
binge-watching and eating during our favorite television show. If you are eating better
and exercising for the sake of your long-term health (and not a short-term goal), then
indulging once in a while won’t upset your success. It’s how you react to your behavior
that can cause problems.
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Change the way you talk to yourself about your goals. I want you
to move away from “should do” to “want to” motivation, and beating
yourself up because you ate something that wasn’t healthy (or on your
food plan), does not move you toward your goal of long-term weight loss
success.17 We need to focus more on what we CAN accomplish
than what we “should” accomplish, especially when experiencing moments
of mental or physical challenge. How do we move forward when we’ve left our
S.M.A.R.T. goal behind? We go back to actions that will promote our self-confidence and
help us achieve a sense of mastery from practice, practice and more practice. We don’t
give up on ourselves, and we recognize that our goals are always there for us when we
can pick them back up again. By the way, that should be at the next meal (for eating) or
the next day (for exercise). 
Recapture your motivation by reflecting on your past success. I
keep a journal for this purpose, but you could use old photos of how you
looked before you started losing weight, or take out one or two pieces of
“big” clothes that no longer fit you (I’ve kept a few around to remind me
of how far I’ve come). It’s hard to think of yourself as a failure when the
evidence of your success is staring you in the face. Take a long look at all that you’ve
accomplished. Every time I see photos of what 5 pounds of fat looks like, I’m reminded
that it’s a big deal!! Pat yourself on the back and ease up on the self-doubt. Tomorrow is
another day, and if you’ve read this far, you’ve proven that you care about your health.
That hasn’t suddenly vaporized. You just took a slight detour. Luckily, you know the way
back (say it with me: through action!) Thank you!
Share your commitment with close family and friends, so they
can remind you of your awesomeness and hold you
accountable when you need it. Perhaps your partner or husband
will be there to help put things in perspective when you’ve temporarily
lost the ability to see a way back to your weight loss and fitness plans.
There’s something powerful about knowing that others know your
personal goals. On your best days, you can feel a sense of accomplishment, knowing that
they know and see your success as you tackle the difficult task of transforming your life
for your health’s sake.
Most people know how hard it is to achieve lasting changes in eating and exercise habits.
Even people who don’t need to lose weight can struggle with their eating patterns or
have trouble staying committed to exercise. When you’re carrying extra pounds, but still
staying the course, you are achieving something. You can draw a sense of pride from
knowing that others see those achievements. When you struggle, I hope there’s someone
special who cheers you on and lets you know that the struggle is of the moment. I’m
building a community at HodgeonRepeat.com, so join us there to be part of
something positive!
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For me, that close contact with opportunities to both succeed and fail at choosing
healthy foods to eat has been a double-edged sword. On the one hand, if I consistently
choose to eat healthy, whole foods throughout each day, I lose weight. If I consistently
choose to exercise most days, I see my body getting leaner and fitter. But there are very
few things in life that require you to make so many ongoing choices about fundamental
factors that impact your wellbeing. It can be daunting to decide what to eat with so
many options.
Why am I bringing this up in the context of connecting with family and friends? If you’re
like me, you’ll find that some of the most challenging eating scenarios (the ones where
we struggle to decide what and how much to eat) happen amidst friends and family. I’m
talking about celebrations, family mealtime, lunch with work friends, dates, girls’ nights
out and holidays of all kinds.
I’ve noticed that many of the opportunities to eat processed, high-fat
food—and then sit around and do nothing—happen with my family
and friends! Knowing that they know what I’m supposed to be
eating has helped to rein me in when the buffet table is calling my
name. When I’ve strayed from my food plan (and lost accountability
to myself), I’ve done so to a lesser extent because I felt accountable
to my friends and family. When I get overwhelmed by the buffet table, I know my family
and friends understand my struggle and try to make things easier by preparing healthy
options that fit my food plan. There are almost always healthy options at
celebrations and social outings (if you look for them)!
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We need to learn to lean on our support system to get us back on track. We need to rely
on their faith in our abilities, their pride in seeing us come this far, and their good advice
about dealing with challenging food scenarios. If you need a few more members to add
to your support system, seek them out by connecting with people at local fitness events,
the gym, or a local weight loss group. Building a network of like-minded people
will ensure that when you hit a bump in the road, and your progress has
stalled, there will be someone more than happy to support you to take the
necessary action to get back on track.
Use online resources, social media, and/or apps to stoke your motivation.
We have a wealth of information and inspiration at our fingertips. I am always one short
click away from getting both from my social media feeds. Whether it’s the healthy eating
and fitness groups I’ve joined on Facebook, the fitness pros and whole-food gurus I’m
following on Instagram, or the recipes and motivational quotes I get from Pinterest, I
can find something that reminds me why I started my weight loss plan, and how to keep
my food and workout choices fresh and motivating.
There are tons of apps too; I encourage you to access at least one health tracking app.
MyFitnessPal is popular for tracking your daily calorie intake
and exercise. There are many benefits to keeping a food diary: it
keeps you accountable, keeps an accurate record of how many
calories you’ve consumed/burned in a day, and it helps you see
which food groups/nutrients may be missing from your diet as
you track carbs, proteins and fats. I have used a food diary when
I hit a plateau in my weight loss and wanted to figure out if my
food intake was playing a part (we can fool ourselves into
thinking we are eating fewer calories than we are, but the numbers don’t lie). I
consistently track my exercise and weight loss progress on MyFitnessPal because I like
those features best, and they motivate me. There are also exercise tracking apps for
running, biking and walking, that will log your stats (miles, time, average pace, calories
burned) and help you track and measure your progress.
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Inspiration and motivational support for eating whole, healthy foods and
sticking to our fitness goals are all around us. Whether you find inspirational
quotes on your social media feed that make you stop and think for a moment, or watch
cooking videos that show how to create beautiful, healthy meals, we have an opportunity
to refresh our motivation at the touch of a button. Never have so many resources been
available to us. Find some go-to sources, and use them to stoke your motivation.

VII. Conclusion
The journey to lose weight and get fit can feel overwhelming, and motivation (which
comes on strong at the beginning), may decrease over time. I hope you can turn to this
book when those times come up, and see that you have so many opportunities to
cultivate your motivation.
Use the resources in this book—the S.M.A.R.T. goal worksheet, the actionable steps and
the tips for growing your motivational support system—to help you connect to your
“whys” for choosing to lose weight and get fit. If your motivation stalls, and you
take a misstep, I hope you’ll remember that you can build it back up by
taking one small action today. I called my blog HodgeonRepeat because it was the
repetition of specific health behaviors, every day, which led me to successful weight loss
and better fitness.
When I wake up, I am given the opportunity to fill my day with healthy, delicious, whole
foods, and feel vital through my fitness routine. You have that same opportunity.
Create some manageable, motivating goals—and put yourself on repeat!

VIII. Let’s Connect: Complete my Survey
I hope you liked my first ebook! I had a blast researching the content and sharing my
ideas and tips to help all of you stay motivated to achieve your weight loss and fitness
goals. Now, I hope you’ll share your thoughts with me! Please take a few minutes to
complete this short survey (only five questions) to tell me what you liked, how I can do
better on the next ebook, and future topics you’d like to see me cover.
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Please follow me on Pinterest, Instagram and Facebook to join the HodgeonRepeat
community and see my blog posts and weight loss/fitness resources!
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Disclaimer: I am not a licensed dietitian, medical doctor, nor a
credentialed fitness expert. The purpose of my book is to share
what I have learned about weight loss, fitness and wellness in a fun,
informative way. I am a researcher and writer who has used the
nutritional and exercise information referenced in this book. To the
extent possible, I provide the latest research on the topics I write
about, so that you can get the most useful, accurate information
available. The information presented in this book is not intended to
be used as medical advice, or as a substitute for medical
counseling. All information should be used in conjunction with the
guidance and care of your medical doctor or preferred health care
provider. Consult a physician before beginning any nutrition or
exercise program.
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